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w xkSuppose that V is an infinite set and k is a natural number. Let V denote the
set of all k-subsets of V and let F be a field. In this paper we study the
 . w xkFSym V -submodule structure of the permutation module F V . Using the repre-
sentation theory of finite symmetric groups, we show that every submodule of
w xk  .F V can be written as an intersection of kernels of certain FSym V -homomor-
w xk w xlphisms F V ª F V for 0 F l - k, and give a simple algorithm to determine
w xkthe complete submodule structure of F V . Q 1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION AND NOTATION
1.1. Introduction
In this paper we shall investigate the submodule structure of certain
 .permutation modules for the symmetric group Sym V , where V is an
w xkinfinite set. If k is a natural number, then we can form F V , the vector
space over a field F with basis elements the subsets of size k from V. This
 . w xkvector space has a natural Sym V -action, giving F V the structure of
 .an FSym V -module. When the field F has characteristic zero, the sub-
w xk  w x.module structure of F V is explicitly known see 1 . The main result of
this paper is an algorithm which enables us to effectively compute the
w xksubmodule structure of F V when F is of prime characteristic p. The
algorithm presented here basically consists of checking whether or not p
divides certain binomial coefficients. However, many of the results pre-
sented in this paper are independent of the characteristic of the field, so
w xkwe can compute the submodule structure of F V for any field F.
w xk  . lAs is well known, F V is FSym V -isomorphic to M , a module
defined using a particular partition l of V. For the case when V is a finite
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set, a great deal is known about M l and its submodules for arbitrary
partitions l, and we refer the reader to the works of James see, for
w x.example, 4]6 . We will make use of these finite case results to prove
analogous results when V is infinite.
In Section 1.2 we introduce our notation and definitions, in particular,
we introduce our concept of an infinite partition. Most of the definitions
here have been adapted from their finite counterparts, and the formal
w xdefinitions of these can be found in 6 . The most important definition is
that of the Specht module Sl, a certain submodule of M l.
Section 2 contains some general results about M l and Sl when l is
an infinite partition. These are analogues or consequences of results for
finite V.
w xkSection 3 introduces the module F V and the connection with parti-
tions. Most of the results needed to compute the submodule structure of
w xkF V are found in this section. We show here that the Specht module for
w xkF V is irreducible whatever the characteristic of the field, and we also
w xkshow that the composition factors of F V are precisely the Specht
w xlmodules of F V for l s 0, 1, . . . , k, each appearing with multiplicity one.
w xkWe describe each submodule of F V as an intersection of kernels of
 .certain FSym V -homomorphisms.
We look at some special cases in Section 4, and then proceed in Section
5 to give a description of an algorithm which computes the submodule
w xkstructure of F V when the characteristic of the field is a prime p.
This paper does not seem to overlap with the existing body of work
 .studying representations of the finitary infinite symmetric group S ` , that
is, the group of all finite permutations of a countably infinite set. Extensive
 .work has been undertaken to classify irreducible representations of S `
w xover the complex numbers. This work was initiated by Thoma 9 who
 .described the finite characters of S ` . Since then, other classes of
representations have been discovered; see, for example, the works of
w x w x w x w xLieberman 7 , Ol'shanskii 8 , Vershik and Kerov 10]12 , and Hirai 3 .
This paper takes a different approach, starting with a particular permuta-
 .tion representation defined over an arbitrary field and finding all the
irreducible representations associated with this permutation representa-
tion.
1.2. Definitions and Notation
We begin by introducing our notion of a partition.
DEFINITION 1.1. Let L be any set and r a natural number. Then we say
 .that l s l , l , . . . , l is a partition of L, written l & L, if there exist1 2 r
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pairwise disjoint subsets A , A , . . . , A of L such that:1 2 r
< <  .1. l s A i s 1, 2, . . . , r ;i i
2. l is finite for i s 2, . . . , r ; andi
3. D r A s L.is1 i
If further, l G l G ??? G l ) 0, then we say that the partition is1 2 r
proper, otherwise it is improper. It will be assumed throughout that all
partitions are proper unless stated otherwise. We say that the partition
 . < <l s l , l , . . . , l has r parts. If L s n - ` then we say that l is a1 2 r
partition of n, written l & n, and we have that r l s n.is1 i
Without loss of generality, if L is infinite, we will take L to be N, the
natural numbers, and if L is finite of size n, we will take L to be the set
 41, 2, . . . , n .
We shall occasionally refer to a partition of n as a finite partition and a
partition of N as an infinite partition.
We can represent partitions diagrammatically. For example, if we con-
 .sider the partition l s 4, 2, 2, 1 of 9, then the diagram of l is
) ) ) )
) )w xl s ) )
)
We can also represent infinite partitions in this way. For example, the
 .diagram of the partition l s `y8, 5, 2, 1 is
) ) ) ) ) ) ) ???
) ) ) ) )w xl s ) )
)
Let l be any partition. Then by replacing each entry of the diagram of l
by an element of L, allowing no repeats and using all the elements of L,
we obtain a l-tableau.
 .EXAMPLE 1.2. The following is a ` y 4, 3, 1 -tableau:
4 8 5 3 6 9 ???
7 1 2
10
 .We have that Sym L acts transitively on the set of l-tableaux in the
 .natural way; if t is a l-tableau, p g Sym L , and a the ijth node of t,
then ap is the ijth node of tp .
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For a l-tableau t, we define its row stabilizer, R , to be that subgroup oft
 .Sym L which fixes the rows of t setwise, and similarly its column
 .stabilizer, C , to be that subgroup of Sym L which fixes the columns of tt
 .setwise. Note that, since l is finite, C is a finite subgroup of Sym L .2 t
We can define an equivalence relation on the set of l-tableaux by
 4t ; t if and only if t p s t for some p g R , and we define a tabloid t1 2 1 2 t1
to be the equivalence class of t with respect to this equivalence relation.
So a tabloid can be considered as a tableau with unordered row entries.
 .  4  4Sym L acts transitively on the l-tabloids by t p s tp .
If we now let F be an arbitrary field, and let M l be the vector space
over F whose basis elements are the various l-tabloids, then the action of
 . l  .Sym L on the l-tabloids turns M into an FSym L -module.
Associated with each l-tableau t we have a polytabloid, e , defined byt
 4e s t sgn p p , .t
pgCt
where
q1 if p is an even permutation,
sgn p s  y1 if p is an odd permutation.
 . lThe FSym L -submodule of M spanned by the various l-polytabloids
is of great importance, and is called the Specht module for the partition l,
and is denoted by Sl. The following useful result follows easily from the
 .transitivity of Sym L on the tabloids.
l  .PROPOSITION 1.3. S is a cyclic FSym L -module, generated by any one
polytabloid.
Now there is a natural bilinear form on M l defined by
 4  41 if t s t ,1 2 : 4  4t , t s1 2   4  40 if t / t1 2
 4  4for all l-tabloids t , t , and, of course, extended linearly to the whole of1 2
M l.
 .This bilinear form is clearly symmetric, Sym L -invariant, and nonsingu-
lar. We let H denote orthogonality with respect to this form.
 . l lIf V is an FSym L -submodule of M , then we write V F M , and say
that V is a submodule of M l if the context is clear. If V is a proper
 . l l lFSym L -submodule of M , i.e., V / M , then we write V - M .
DEFINITION 1.4. If ¨ g M l, then ¨ is a unique linear combination of
 4  4tabloids; we say that the tabloid t is in¨ol¨ ed in ¨ if the coefficient of t
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 .in ¨ is nonzero. We define the support of ¨ , Supp ¨ , to be the set of
 .tabloids involved in ¨ , and the weight of ¨ , denoted weight ¨ , to be the
 . lcardinality of Supp ¨ . Note that the weight of any element of M is
finite.
2. GENERAL RESULTS
Throughout this section let V be any infinite set and again, for
simplification purposes, we can, without loss of generality, identify V with
.  .the set of natural numbers . Let l s l , l , . . . , l be a partition of V.1 2 r
We will work over an arbitrary field F.
Undoubtedly, the most important result is the following theorem which
involves both the bilinear form defined earlier and the Specht module:
 . lTHEOREM 2.1 The Submodule Theorem . If U is a submodule of M ,
l  l.Hthen either U G S or U F S .
This powerful result is due to James, who proved it for finite partitions
 w x.see 4.8 in 6 . However, the proof can easily be adapted to deal with
infinite partitions. We need the following terminology to allow us to
restrict to finite partitions and use the results already available.
 4 l  4.DEFINITION 2.2. Let t g M . Then for i s 1, 2, . . . , r, let R t bei
 4the ith row of t . Now let n g N be such that n ) 2l q l q ??? ql .2 3 r
lw x lThen we define M n to be the following subspace of M :
r
l lw x  4  4  4M n [ t g M : R t : 1, . . . , n . .D i ;
is2 F
w x  4  .Let G n be the setwise stabilizer of 1, 2, . . . , n in Sym V , so in fact
w x  4.   4.G n s Sym 1, 2, . . . , n = Sym V _ 1, 2, . . . , n . Let l9 be the partition
 w x . w x l9given by l9 s n y l q ??? ql , l , . . . , l . Then G n acts on M : any2 r 2 r
w x  . g g G n can be written as g s hk, where h g Sym n and k g Sym V _
 4. l9 w x1, 2, . . . , n . So if x g M , then the action of G n on x is given by
w x l9  .xg s xh. Thus G n acts on M in the same way that Sym n does, and
w x l9  .clearly the FG n -submodules of M and the FSym n -submodules of
M l9 coincide.
Of course, this generalises to arbitrary submodules of M l: if U F M l,
w x w x w x lw xthen U n is that FG n -submodule of U defined by U n [ U l M n .
l l lw x l9When U is the Specht module, S , of M , then S n is isomorphic to S ,
w xwhere l9 is the finite partition above. It is clear that the FG n -submodule
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lw x  . l9lattice of M n and the FSym n -submodule lattice of M are the same.
lw x l9 Thus we will frequently make no distinction between M n and M or
lw x l9.between submodules of M n and M .
We will characterise the Specht module Sl of M l as the intersection of
 .kernels of certain FSym V -homomorphisms. The following definition is
w xbased on concepts introduced in 4 .
 .DEFINITION 2.3. Let l s l , l , . . . , l be a partition of V. Let i be1 2 r
some nonnegative integer satisfying 0 F i - r, let d g N be such that
 .0 F d F l , and let the partition m s m , m , . . . , m of V be given by:iq1 1 2 r
m s l for j / i, i q 1; m s l y d ; and m s l q d . Note that mj j iq1 iq1 i i
Ã l m 4may be improper. Let t be any l-tabloid. Then define c : M ª Mi, d
by
 4  4  4the sum of m-tabloids t9 , where t9 agrees with t on all¡
 .  4except the ith and i q 1 th rows, the ith row of t9~Ã  4c : t ¬i , d  4consisting of the ith row of t together with d elements¢  .  4from the i q 1 th row of t .
Ã  .It is clear that c is an FSym V -module homomorphism.i, d
ÃThus c can be viewed as a map which moves d elements up from thei, d
 .i q 1 th row of a tabloid on which it is acting to the ith row.
Ã l Ã nw xFor n g N, we denote the restriction of c to M n by c . So fromi, d i, d
w xTheorem 9.3 in 4 we have
lry1 iq1
l nÃw xS n s ker c .F F i , d
is1 ds1
We generalise this to Sl:
 .THEOREM 2.4. Let V be any infinite set and let l s l , l , . . . , l be a1 2 r
partition of V. Then
lry1 iq1
l ÃS s ker c .F F i , d
is1 ds1
ÃProof. Let x g F F ker c . Then, for large enough n, we havei d i, d
Ã n Ã n l lw x w xthat x g F F ker c . But F F ker c s S n , and since S n isi d i, d i d i, d
l l Ãnaturally contained in S , we have that x g S . Therefore F F ker ci d i, d
F Sl.
Now let t be any l-tableau, and let e be the corresponding polytabloidt
l lw xin S . Then for large enough n, we have that e g S n . Thus, by thet
ry1 l iq1 Ã nfinite version of this theorem, e g F F ker c . This completest is1 ds1 i, d
the proof.
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Ã l mWe have already noted that the map c : M ª M can be viewed as ai, d
 .map which moves d elements up from the i q 1 th row of a tabloid on
which it is acting to the ith row. We now define a map from M m to M l
which moves elements down a row.
 .DEFINITION 2.5. Let l s l , l , . . . , l be a partition of V. Let i be1 2 r
such that 1 - i - r and let d g N satisfy 0 F d F l . Let the partitioniq1
 .m s m , m , . . . , m of V be given by: m s l for j / i, i q 1; m s1 2 r j j iq1
 .l y d ; and m s l q d note that m may be improper . Then defineiq1 i i
f : M m ª M l byi,d
 4  4  4the sum of l-tabloids t9 , where t9 agrees with t on all¡
 .  .  4except the ith and i q 1 th rows, the i q 1 th row of t9~ 4f : t ¬i , d  .  4consisting of the i q 1 th row of t together with d¢  4elements from the ith row of t
 4  .for any m-tabloid t . Yet again it is clear that f is an FSym V -modulei, d
homomorphism.
Thus f can be viewed as a map which moves d elements down fromi, d
 .the ith row of a tabloid on which it is acting to the i q 1 th row.
Remark. Note that f is undefined for i s 1, because there arei, d
infinitely many ways of choosing d elements from the first row of any
mw xm-tabloid. However, if as usual we denote the restriction of f to M ni, d
n n lw x nby f where we insist that im f F M n , then f is in fact definedi, d i, d i, d
for i s 1 also.
The next result is again due to James, and deals with the characterisa-
tion of the module orthogonal to the Specht module in the finite case see
w x.Corollary 3 in 5 .
 .THEOREM 2.6. Let l s l , l , . . . , l be a partition of V, let n g N,1 2 r
and consider the f-maps as defined abo¨e. Then
lry1 iq1H nl nw xS n s im f , .   i , d
is1 ds1
lw xwhere H denotes orthogonality in M n .n
 l.HWe would like a similar characterisation for S , and indeed we have
the following:
 .THEOREM 2.7. Let l s l , l , . . . , l be a partition of V with r ) 21 2 r
and consider the f-maps as defined abo¨e. Then
lry1 iq1HlS s im f . .   i , d
is2 ds1
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l lw xProof. Note firstly that S s D S n , for some n large enoughnG n 00
 .  l.Hfor example, n G 2l q l q ??? ql . Then it is clear that S s0 2 2 r
 lw x.HF S n .nG n0
 lw x.H  lw x.H n lw  4xNow S n s S n [ M V _ 1, 2, . . . , n and so
H H nl l lw x  4S s S n [ M V _ 1, 2, . . . , n .  .F
nGn0
lry1 iq1
n l  4s im f [ M V _ 1, 2, . . . , n .F   i , d /nGn is1 ds10
Now, to simplify notation, let
liq1
n n 1 [ im f , .  1, d
ds1
lry1 iq1
n n 2 [ im f , .   i , d
is2 ds1
lry1 iq1
 2 [ im f . .   i , d
is2 ds1
 l.H  .So what we want to prove is S s  2 .
 . n .Let x g  2 . Then, for large enough n we have x g  2 . But now
n .  lw x.H n  lw x.H n 2 F S n , and so x g S n for all sufficiently large n.
 l.H w lw x.H n lw  4xxTherefore, since S s F S n [ M V _ 1, 2, . . . , n , wenG n0
 l.H  l.H  .have that x g S i.e. S G  2 .
 l.H n . n .Now let x g S . Then x g  1 q  2 for some sufficiently large
n .  . n .n. We want to show that x g  2 , because then x g  2 since  2 is
 .contained in  2 .
 n . n .. n .So assume, for a contradiction, that x g  1 q  2 _  2 and x
is of minimal weight. Let xy be the sum of all those tabloids involved in x
whose entries in the bottom r y 1 rows are elements of 1, 2, . . . , l2
4 yq ??? ql . We take the coefficient of such a tabloid in x to be the samer
as its coefficient in x. Without loss of generality, we can assume that
y  .x / 0 because otherwise we can take a suitable translate of x , and so
 y.  .  .  4.weight x y x - weight x . Let A x [ D j u , where ju4g Su p p x .
maps a tabloid to the subset of V consisting of the entries in the bottom
 .r y 1 rows of the tabloid. Then A x is a finite subset of V, so we choose
 .l elements a , . . . , a of V _ A x . Now let s be any l-tableau whose2 1 l2
 4entries in the bottom r y 1 rows are elements of 1, 2, . . . , l q ??? ql2 r
and the first l entries in the top row are a , . . . , a . Then the polytabloid2 1 l2
l  :   l.H.e g S and so x, e s 0 since x g S . Now lets s
 4f s s sgn s s : s g C and s fixes a , . . . , a . . 4s s 1 l2
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Now if s g C is such that s moves at least one of a , . . . , a , then thes 1 l2
 4  4tabloid s s will have at least one element of a , . . . , a in its bottom1 l2
 .r y 1 rows. Since a , . . . , a were chosen to be in V _ A x , we have that1 l2
 4  :s s is not involved in x, and so does not contribute to x, e . Thuss
 :  y :   y : .x, f s 0, and moreover x , f s 0 because x y x , f s 0 .s s s $
l .  4  4Now let m s l , . . . , l , and then for any l-tabloid t g M , let t2 r 1 1
 4be the m-tabloid formed by deleting the top row of t . Extend this linearly1
l l  4  4Ãto any element of M : if ¨ g M , ¨ s  d t then ¨ s  d t .Ãt t
Ã l2 , . . . , l r .Then f g S , and so, since s can vary over all m-tableaux withÃs $
y m Hm 4  .entries from 1, 2, . . . , l q ??? ql , we have that x g S , where H2 r m
m y n .  .denotes orthogonality in M . So x g  2 by Theorem 2.6 . Thus
y  n . n .. n .  y.  .x y x g  1 q  2 _  2 and weight x y x - weight x which
 .  .contradicts the minimality of weight x . Thus x g  2 , which completes
the proof.
The case when l has two rows will be dealt with in a more straightfor-
ward way in the next section.
w xk3. THE MODULES F V
3.1. k-Sets and b-Maps
We shall now turn our attention to a particular class of partitions. Again
we will take V to represent any infinite set and again, without loss of
.generality, we will treat V as if it were the set of natural numbers . We let
l be the partition of V with two parts, one of which is finite of size k, that
 . w xkis, l s `yk, k , and let F be any field. We denote by V the set of all
k-sets of V, that is, the set of all subsets of V of cardinality k. Then
 . w xkSym V acts in the natural way on V :
 4  4a , a , . . . , a g s a g , a g , . . . , a g ; g g Sym V . .1 2 k 1 2 k
w xkThis action turns F V , the vector space over F with basis consisting of
w xk  .the elements of V , into an FSym V -module.
Now consider M `yk , k . defined over F. It is easy to see that any tabloid
in M `yk , k . is uniquely determined by its bottom row, and so there is an
 . `yk , k . w xkobvious FSym V -isomorphism between M and F V , given by
 4mapping a tabloid t to a k-set consisting of the k distinct elements of V
 4in the bottom row of t . Thus, from now on, we shall not distinguish
w xk `yk , k .between k-sets from V and tabloids of M . When explicitly
writing tabloids, we shall frequently omit the top row. We shall denote the
w xk k  k `yk , k ..Specht module of F V by S so S ( S .
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In the previous section, we gave a description of the module orthogonal
to the Specht module for infinite partitions with more than two parts, and
we now investigate what happens for infinite partitions with precisely two
 k .Hparts. The following result not only tells us about S , but also gives us
information about the reducibility of Sk.
 k .H  4LEMMA 3.1. S s 0 .
 k .H  4  k .HProof. Assume, for a contradiction, that S / 0 . Let x g S ,
x / 0. So the inner product of x with any element of Sk is zero. We will
construct an element of Sk which has nonzero inner product with x, giving
the required contradiction.
 . Since x / 0, there is a tabloid in Supp x , say i ??? i recall that a1 k
.tabloid is identified by its bottom row . We can assume without loss of
generality that the coefficient of this tabloid in x is 1.
 .  4.  .  4Now define S x [ D j t where j a ??? a s a , . . . , at4g Su p p x . 1 k 1 k
 `yk , k .i.e. j can be thought of as the isomorphism between M and
w xk .  .F V . Now x is a finite linear combination of tabloids, thus S x is a
 .finite subset of the infinite set V. So we can choose j , . . . , j g V _ S x .1 k
Now let t be the tableau whose bottom k entries are i , . . . , i , and the1 k
first k entries in the top row are j , . . . , j , i.e.1 k
j ??? j ))) ???1 kt s
i ??? i1 k
Then let y s e , so y g Sk. By construction, the only tabloid the supportst
of x and y have in common is i ??? i , and this appears in both x and y1 k
 :with coefficient 1, therefore x, y s 1, which is a contradiction.
Combining this with the submodule theorem, we have:
w xkTHEOREM 3.2. Any nonzero submodule of F V contains the Specht
module, Sk.
As an obvious corollary we have:
k w xkCOROLLARY 3.3. The Specht module S of F V is irreducible.
 .Again, there exist the natural FSym V -homomorphisms between the
w xk lF V , as described earlier for M , but we adopt a change of notation:
 .DEFINITION 3.4. If 0 F j - k, there is a natural FSym V -homomor-
w xk w x j  .  w x j4phism b : F V ª F V given by b w s  w9: w9 g w for w gk , j k , j
w xkV and extended linearly.
ÃNote that this homomorphism coincides with the homomorphism c1, kyj
 .when considering the partition ` y k, k .
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w xkCOROLLARY 3.5. Let 0 F l - k. Then F V rker b has a uniquek , l
minimal submodule isomorphic to Sl.
w xk w xlProof. We have that F V rker b ( im b , and im b F F V .k , l k , l k , l
Now b is nonzero and so since Sl is the unique minimal submodule ofk , l
l lw xF V , then im b has a unique minimal submodule S .k , l
Using this new notation, we have immediately from Theorem 2.4:
 .THEOREM 3.6 The Intersection Theorem for k-Sets . For 0 F i - k,
let b be the b-maps as defined abo¨e. Then we can characterize the Spechtk , i
w xkmodule of F V as
ky1
kS s ker b .F k , i
is0
Removing kernels one at a time from this intersection produces a chain
w xkof submodules of F V . It turns out that this is precisely the correct thing
w xkto do to find all submodules of F V .
w xk3.2. Composition Series for F V
Firstly a general fact about finite composition series see, for example,
w x.13.7 in 2 :
 .THEOREM 3.7 Jordan]Holder . Let R be any ring. If an R-module MÈ
possesses a finite composition series, then any two composition series of M are
equi¨ alent where equi¨ alent means that any two composition series ha¨e the
same number of factors, and the factors can be paired off in such a way that
.the corresponding factors are R-isomorphic .
 .  .We shall require that for partitions ` y k, k and ` y l, l of V, where
k l  .k / l, the corresponding Specht modules S and S are not FSym V -iso-
w xmorphic. From 11.3 in 6 we have:
 .LEMMA 3.8. Let n be any finite natural number. If l s n y k, k ,
 .  . l mm s n y l, l are partitions of n so 2k - n, 2 l - n then S ( S «
l s m.
We can use this to deduce the same result for infinite partitions with
two parts. Before we state and prove this result, we need some notation.
w xkRecall that V denotes the set of all k-sets of V. If n g N, denote the
 4 w xk w xk nyk , k .set of all k-sets of 1, 2, . . . , n by n . We note that F n ( M . Let
kw x w xk kw x k w xkS n denote the Specht module of F n , so S n s S l F n , where
k w xk w xkS is of course the Specht module of F V . More generally, if U F F V ,
w x  . w xk w x w xklet U n be that FSym n -submodule of F n given by U n s U l F n .
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w x  4.   4. w xLet G n s Sym 1, 2, . . . , n = Sym V _ 1, 2, . . . , n , so G n is the
 4  . w xsetwise stabilizer of 1, 2, . . . , n in Sym V . Note that U n , defined above,
w x w xkis also an FG n -submodule of F V .
 . w xkPROPOSITION 3.9. Let M be an FSym V -submodule of F V . Then fori
w x w xn g N, M has a largest finite-dimensional G n -submodule, namely M n .i i
Proof. Suppose, for a contradiction, that U is a finite-dimensional
w x w x  4G n -submodule of M with M n - U. So there exists a tabloid ti i
w xinvolved in an element of U _ M n with one of the bottom row entries ofi
 4t greater than n. Without loss of generality, to simplify notation, we shall
 4 w x  4assume t s 1 2 ??? k y 1 n q 1. Now since U is G n -invariant, t a g U
w x w xfor all a g G n . Now any element of G n has the form gh, where
 4.   4.g g Sym 1, 2, . . . , n and h g Sym V _ 1, 2, . . . , n . The permutation g
 4will permute the first k y 1 entries in the bottom row of t , and h takes
 4the final entry, which is n q 1, to another element of V _ 1, 2, . . . , n
 .  4providing h is nontrivial . Thus, if h is nontrivial t gh gives another
  4.distinct tabloid of U, and since Sym V _ 1, 2, . . . , n is infinite, the set
 4 w x4t a : a g G n is a set of infinitely many distinct tabloids of U. These
tabloids must be involved in the basis elements of U. But now any basis
element of U has finite support and so there must be infinitely many basis
elements of U. This contradicts U being finite-dimensional.
 .  .PROPOSITION 3.10. Let l s ` y k, k and m s ` y l, l be two dis-
tinct partitions of V, i.e. k / l. Then the Specht modules Sk and Sl of
`yk , k . `yl, l .  .M and M respecti¨ ely are not FSym V -isomorphic.
 4 w x l lProof. Let n ) max 2k, 2 l and consider G n acting on S . Then S
w x lw x has a maximal finite-dimensional G n -submodule S n by Proposi-
. m w xtion 3.9 . Similarly, S has a maximal finite-dimensional G n -submodule
mw x lw x mw x w x nyk , k .S n . Now if S n and S n are FG n -isomorphic, then S and
nyl, l .  .   .S are FSym n -isomorphic where, of course, Sym n denotes
 4.. l m   . . lw xSym 1, 2, . . . , n . So now if S ( S as FSym V -modules , then S n
mw x w x nyk , k . nyl, l .and S n are FG n -isomorphic, and so S and S are
 .  .  .FSym n -isomorphic, and therefore, by Lemma 3.8, n y k, k s n y l, l .
That is, k s l and so l s m.
 .From now on we shall relax the notation and drop ``FSym V -'' where
 .the context is clear i.e. FSym V -isomorphic becomes isomorphic, etc. We
w xknow show that F V does indeed have a composition series; moreover it
is shown that each composition factor is isomorphic to a Specht module,
and so by the above result we can distinguish between nonisomorphic
factors.
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w xkPROPOSITION 3.11. F V has a finite composition series in which each
factor is isomorphic to a Specht module Sl, for some l F k, with each Sl
appearing at least once, and Sk appearing exactly once.
0 w x0Proof. Use induction on k. Firstly note that S s F V ( F, the
trivial module, which completes the proof of the base step of the induction.
w xlNow for each l - k, assume F V has a finite composition series in
which each factor is isomorphic to a Specht module Sm, for some m F l,
m l with each S appearing at least once, and S appearing exactly once so by
w xlthe Jordan]Holder theorem, e¨ery composition series of F V has thisÈ
.property .
w xk kThen by Theorem 3.6, F V rS is isomorphic to a submodule of
w xl  w xk   .F V consider the map which takes x g F V to b x , . . . ,[ k , 00 F l - k
 ... w xlb x . By the induction hypothesis, F V has a finite[k , ky1 0 F l- k
composition series with each factor isomorphic to Sl for some l - k, so by
w xlTheorem 3.7, every composition series of F V has this prop-[0 F l - k
w xlerty. Therefore any submodule of F V also has this property.[0 F l - k
k w xkAs S is irreducible, it follows that F V has a finite composition series
where Sk appears once, and the other composition factors are isomorphic
l lto S , for l - k. Each S appears at least once by Corollary 3.5.
DEFINITION 3.12. Now let l be a partition of any set L. Then a series
of submodules of M l is called a Specht series if each factor is isomorphic
to a Specht module.
The only result we shall require about Specht series is the following,
 w x.again due to James see 17.17 in 6 . It concerns the existence of a
particular Specht series:
LEMMA 3.13. When m F n y m, M nym , m. has a Specht series with
factors S n., S ny1, 1., S ny2, 2., . . . , S nym , m. reading from the top.
In the next result, we make use of the notation introduced before
Proposition 3.10, which enables us to restrict our infinite-dimensional
modules to finite-dimensional ones.
w xkLEMMA 3.14. Let 0 s M - M - ??? - M - M s F V be a se-0 1 ry1 r
w xk l iries of submodules of F V such that M rM ( S for i s 1, . . . , r. Theni iy1
w xk w x w xif n is sufficiently large, F n has a Specht series 0 s M n - M n - ???0 1
w x w x w xk w x w x l iw x- M n - M n s F n with M n rM n ( S n for i s 1, . . . , r.ry1 r i iy1
Proof. Firstly, for i s 1, 2, . . . , r, let g : M rM ª Sli denote thei i iy1
isomorphisms in the hypothesis. Then for i s 1, 2, . . . , r let ¨ g M _ Mi i iy1
 .be such that g ¨ q M is a polytabloid, and choose n large enough soi i iy1
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w xk w x w xthat for all i s 1, 2, . . . , r we have ¨ g F n . Then ¨ g M n _ M ni i i iy1
 .for i s 1, 2, . . . , r , so we have the following chain of submodules of
w xkF n :
kw x w x w x w x w x0 s M n - M n - ??? - M n - M n s F n . 1 .0 1 ry1 r
U w x w x l i U Now for i s 1, 2, . . . , r define g : M n rM n ª S by g x qi i iy1 i i
w x.  . w x UM n s g x q M for all x g M n . Clearly g is well definediy1 i i iy1 i i i
 .because g is .i
 . U w x  . U  .CLAIM. i g is an FG n -homomorphism; ii g is injecti¨ e; iiii i
U l iw xim g s S n .i
 . w x w xProof of Claim. i For all x g M n and for all g g G n we havei i
U w xg x q M n g .i i iy1
s g x q M g .i i iy1
s g x q M g . .i i iy1
kw xs g x g q M since M F F V .  .i i iy1 iy1
U w x w xs g x g q M n on noting that x g g M n .  .i i iy1 i i
U w x w xs g x q M n g M is an FG n -module , .  . .i i iy1 iy1
U w xwhich proves that g is an FG n -homomorphism.i
 . w x U  w x. U ii Let x , y g M n be such that g x q M n s g y qi i i i i iy1 i i
w x.  .  .M n . Then g x q M s g y q M , so we have that x q Miy1 i i iy1 i i iy1 i iy1
s y q M since g is injective. Thus x y y g M . But also we havei iy1 i i i iy1
w x w x w xx y y g M n , and so x y y g M n l M s M n . Thus x qi i i i i i iy1 iy1 i
w x w x UM n s y q M n and so g is injective.iy1 i iy1 i
 .  .iii Recall that ¨ was chosen such that g ¨ q M is a polytabloid.i i i iy1
w x w x U  w x.Now ¨ q M n lies in a finite G n -orbit and so g ¨ q M n alsoi iy1 i i iy1
w x U  w x. w xl ilies in a finite G n -orbit. Thus we have that g ¨ q M n g F n li i iy1
l i l iw x U l iw x  .S s S n . So im g F S n . Now g ¨ q M is a polytabloid, soi i i iy1
U  w x.  U  w x.: l iw xg ¨ q M n is a polytabloid, and so g ¨ q M n s S n .F Gw nxi i iy1 i i iy1
U l iw xThus im g s S n . This completes the proof of the claim.i
U w xSo we have that g is a well-defined bijective FG n -homomorphismi
l iw x w x w xfrom M n rM n to S n . This completes the proof of the lemma.i iy1
We are now in a position to prove the main result, which gives us the
w xkcomposition factors of F V .
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w xkTHEOREM 3.15. F V has a composition series in which the composition
factors are isomorphic to Sl, where l s 0, 1, . . . , k, and each Sl appears exactly
once.
w xkProof. We know that any composition series of F V has each factor
isomorphic to Sl, for some l F k, with each l appearing at least once. Let
w xk0 - M - M - ??? - M - M s F V be such a composition series,1 2 ry1 r
l i  .so M rM ( S for some l F k and each l appearing at least once .i iy1 i i
w xThen by the previous lemma, for large enough n, the chain of FG n -
w x w x w x w xksubmodules 0 - M n - ??? - M n - M n s F n is such that1 ry1 r
w x w x l iw xM n rM n ( S n for all i.i iy1
w x w x w xkNow each M n is a finite-dimensional FG n -submodule of F n , soi
kw x w x w xF n M n M nry1 1kw xdim F n s dim q dim q ??? qdim , .  / / /w x w xM n M n 0ry1 ry2
and so we have
k l l lr ry1 1w x w x w x w xdim F n s dim S n q dim S n q ??? qdim S n . 2 . .  .  . .
w xk  . 0w x 1w x kw xBut now F n has a Specht series for k - n y k S n , S n , . . . , S n
 .  w xk .  0w x.  1w x.see Lemma 3.13 , and so dim F n s dim S n q dim S n
 kw x.  .  lw x.q ??? qdim S n . Thus in 2 , dim S n appears at most once, for every
 . lw xl F k. But already in 2 each S n appears at least once, and so each
lw x  4  4S n appears exactly once. i.e. l , l , . . . , l s 0, 1, . . . , k and so r s k.0 1 r
w xkThus our original composition series for F V has k factors, namely
0 1 kS , S , . . . , S .
 .Remarks. 1 By the Jordan]Holder theorem, e¨ery composition seriesÈ
w xkof F V has length k q 1 and the factors of any composition series are
 . 0 1 ky1 kin no particular order S , S , . . . , S , S .
 . w xk2 Now we have the existence of a composition series of F V , what
Corollary 3.5 tells us is that for l satisfying 0 F l - k, every composition
w xk lseries of F V rker b has a bottom composition factor S .k , l
w xkCOROLLARY 3.16. Let U - F V and let l be an integer satisfying
l w xk0 F l - k. Then S is a composition factor of F V rU if and only if
U F kerb .k , l
 .Proof. Assume U F ker b . Now by remark 2 above, we know thatk , l
l w xkS is the unique bottom composition factor of F V rker b . Clearly thek , l
w xkcomposition factors of F V rker b appear amongst the compositionk , l
w xk l w xkfactors of F V rU, thus S is a composition factor of F V rU.
 .Conversely, assume that U g ker b . Then U q ker b rker b isk , l k , l k , l
l  .nonzero, so it has a unique bottom composition factor S by remark 2
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 .  .above. But now U q ker b rker b ( Ur U l ker b , and so byk , l k , l k , l
l kw xTheorem 3.15, S is not a composition factor of F V rU.
w xkWe can now give a precise description of the submodules of F V :
w xk  lCOROLLARY 3.17. Let U - F V . Then U s F kerb : S is a compo-k , l
w xk 4sition factor of F V rU .
w xk l1 l rProof. Assume the composition factors of F V rU are S , . . . , S .
Then by the previous corollary, U F ker b for i s 1, 2, . . . , r and sok , l i
U F F r ker b . But now if U - F r ker b , then F r ker b rUis1 k , l is1 k , l is1 k , li i i
l t  4 l thas S as a composition factor, with t g 1, 2, . . . , r , which implies that S
w xk r l tis not a composition factor of F V rF ker b , which means that Sis1 k , l iw xkis not a composition factor of F V rker b , which is a contradiction.k , l t
rThus U s F ker b .is1 k , l i
w xkRemark. What this result tells us is that every submodule of F V is
an intersection of some of the kernels ker b where 0 F l - k.k , l
w xkCOROLLARY 3.18. The maximal proper submodules of F V are kernels
of the b-maps.
w xk w xkProof. Let V be a maximal proper submodule of F V , so F V r
lV ( S , for some l F k. Thus, by Corollary 3.17, V s ker b .k , l
With the aid of the next technical result, we can give a result about the
surjectivity of the b-maps.
PROPOSITION 3.19. Let F be a field of characteristic p. Let 0 F m - l - k,
w xk w xl w xl w xmand consider the maps b : F V ª F V and b : F V ª F V .k , l l, m
k y m .Then im b F ker b if and only if p di¨ ides .k , l l, m l y m
w xk  .Proof. Let x g V , and let y s b x . Then y g im b . Now bk , l k , l l, m
maps y to a sum of m-sets. Now the coefficient of a typical m-set z in
 .b y is equal to the number of ways of choosing an l-set containing zl, m
k y m k y m .  .from x, which is . Thus if p divides then y g ker b sol, ml y m l y m
k y m .im b F ker b , and if p does not divide then y f ker b sok , l k , m l, ml y m
im b g ker b .k , l l, m
THEOREM 3.20. Let F be a field of characteristic p. Let 0 F l - k, and
w xk w xlconsider the map b : F V ª F V . Then b is onto if and only if pk , l k , l
k k y 1 k y l q 1 .  .  .does not di¨ ide ??? .l l y 1 1
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w xlProof. We know that b is onto if and only if im b s F V . Nowk , l k , l
w xlsince the maximal proper submodules of F V are kernels of b-maps,
lw xim b s F V m im b g ker b , 0 F m - l ,k , l k , l l , m
k y mm p does not divide , m s 0, 1, . . . , l y 1, /l y m
k k y 1 k y l q 1m p does not divide ??? . B /  /  /l l y 1 1
 .Remarks. 1 This product of binomial coefficients can be simplified to
a product of fractions: b is onto if and only if p does not dividek , l
ly1 .  .. iq1 k y i r l y i .is0
 .2 From the above two proofs we see that b is onto if and only if allk , l
k y m .the binomial coefficients for m s 0, 1, . . . , l y 1 are nonzero in thel y m
w xkfield. Thus when the field F has characteristic zero, the map b : F Vk , l
w xlª F V is always onto.
From this theorem we can obtain a corresponding result involving the
finite b-maps:
k k y 1 k y l q 1 .  .  .COROLLARY 3.21. If p does not di¨ ide ??? then, forl l y 1 1
n w xk w xl nlarge enough n, the map b : F n ª F n is onto. Con¨ersely, if b isk , l k , l
k .onto for sufficiently large enough n, then p does not di¨ ide l
k y 1 k y l q 1 .  .??? .l y 1 1
k k y 1 k y l q 1 .  .  .Proof. Suppose p does not divide ??? . Then the b-mapl l y 1 1
w xk w xl w xlb : F V ª F V is onto. Let w g V . Then there exists an x gk , l
w xk  .F V such that b x s w. Now choose n g N large enough so thatk , l 0
 . w xk n  .Supp x : n for all n G n . Then, by definition, b x s w, so w g0 k , l
w xl n w xk w xln . So b : F n ª F n is onto for all n G n .k , l 0
k k y 1 k y l q 1 .  .  .Conversely, suppose p divides ??? . Then b is notk , ll l y 1 1
w xl w xkonto. So there exists w g F V such that there is no element x g F V
 .  . w xlwith b x s w. Let n be large enough so that Supp w : n andk , l 1
 . w xk n w xk w xlSupp x : n for all n G n . Then b : F n ª F n is not onto for all1 k , l
n G n .1
Remark. It would be interesting to have an explicit bound for n here.0
We conclude this section with a result regarding the order in which the
w xkfactors appear in a particular composition series of F V . To prove this,
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we need the following result:
PROPOSITION 3.22. Let K denote ker b . Suppose thatj k , j
K l ??? l K s K l ??? K l Ki1. i r . i1. i r . n
 .  .  4for some i 1 , . . . , i r , n g 0, 1, . . . , k y 1 . Then K F K for some j.i j. n
Proof. Suppose, for a contradiction, that K g K for any j. So for alli j. n
n w xk j, we have that S is not a composition factor of F V rK by Corollaryi j.
. w xk  . w xk3.16 . As F V r K l ??? l K embeds into F V rK , it[i1. i r . jF r i j.
n w xk  .follows that S is not a composition factor of F V r K l ??? l K ,i1. i r .
n w xk  .that is, S is not a composition factor of F V r K l ??? l K l K .i1. i r . n
n w xkBut S is a composition factor of F V rK and K l ??? K l K Fn i1. i r . n
K , so we have a contradiction.n
w xkLEMMA 3.23. F V has a composition series with factors in the order
 . 0 1 kfrom the top S , S , . . . , S , and the corresponding composition series is
ky1 ky2
0 - ker b - ker b - ??? - ker b l ker bF Fk , l k , l k , 0 k , 1
ls0 ls0
kw x- ker b - F V .k , 0
Proof. This result follows easily from Corollary 3.17 and Theorem 3.15
if we can show that, for any d satisfying 0 - d F k y 1, we have that the
quotient module F dy1 ker b rF d ker b is nonzero.ls0 k , l ls0 k , l
So assume, for a contradiction, that F dy1 ker b s F d ker b .ls0 k , l ls0 k , l
Then by Proposition 3.22, ker b F ker b for some j satisfying 0 F j -k , j k , d
d w xkd. So by Corollary 3.16, S is a composition factor of F V rker b . Butk , j
w xk w x jF V rker b is isomorphic to im b F F V , and j - d, so by Theo-k , j k , j
w xkrem 3.15, F V rker b cannot have a composition factor isomorphic tok , j
Sd. This is a contradiction. Thus we have that F dy1 ker b rF d ker bls0 k , l ls0 k , l
is nonzero.
In fact, by Corollary 3.17, we have that F dy1 ker b rF d ker b isls0 k , l ls0 k , l
isomorphic to Sd, and so by Theorem 3.15, we have the required composi-
tion series.
4. SPECIAL CASES
Before we give the algorithm to compute the submodule structure of
w xkF V , we look at some special cases where the submodule structure can
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be explicitly calculated independently of the algorithm. The results in this
section make use of the following:
 .PROPOSITION 4.1. Let F be a field of characteristic p p a prime , and
w xk w xi w xk w x jconsider the maps b : F V ª F V and b : F V ª F V . Thenk , i k , j
k y j .ker b F ker b if and only if p does not di¨ ide , where 0 F j - i - k.i y jk , i k , j
Proof. Consider the composition of maps b b . As in Propositioni, j k , i
k y j k y j .  .3.19, b b s b . Thus if p does not divide then ker b Fi y j i y ji, j k , i k , j k , i
ker b .k , j
k y j .Now assume that p does divide and suppose, for a contradiction,i y j
k y j .that ker b F ker b . Now since p divides we have that im b Fi y jk , i k , j k , i
j w xiker b . Now S is a composition factor of F V rker b , and so byi, j i, j
Theorem 3.15, S j is not a composition factor of im b . Now clearlyk , i
w xk jim b / 0, and im b ( F V rker b . Once again, we note that S isk , i k , i k , i
w xka composition factor of F V rker b , and, by assumption, ker b Fk , j k , i
j w xk jker b . So S is a composition factor of F V rker b , that is, S is ak , j k , i
composition factor of im b , which is a contradiction.k , i
4.1. The Case char F s 0
w xIn 1 , it is shown that when char F s 0, the submodule structure of
w xk  . 0 1 kF V is uniserial with composition factors from the top S , S , . . . , S ,
the corresponding composition series being 0 - ker b - ker bk , ky1 k , ky2
w xk- ??? - ker b - F V . We now deduce this result from our results sok , 0
far:
First we note that, as in the proof of Proposition 4.1, for j s 0, 1, . . . ,
 .k y 2 we have b b s k y j b , and so we have 0 - ker bjq1, j k , jq1 k , j k , ky1
w xk w xkF ker b F ??? F ker b F F V . Now let U F F V , so U sk , ky2 k , 0
 4  4l ker b : j g J for some subset J of 0, 1, . . . , k y 1 . Then, by thek , j
nesting of the kernels, we have that U s ker b where l is the minimumk , l
element of J. Thus, by Corollary 3.17, the only nontrivial submodules of
w xk w xkF V are ker b , ker b , . . . , ker b . But now F V has a composi-k , 0 k , 1 k , ky1
w xk tion series 0 - ker b - ker b - ??? - ker b - F V byk , ky1 k , ky2 k , 0
.Lemma 3.23 and this is clearly unique.
4.2. The Case char F s p, where p ) k
k y j .If p ) k, then p does not divide for all i and j satisfyingi y j
0 F i - j - k, and so by Proposition 4.1, we have that ker b Fk , ky1
w xkker b F ??? F kerb . But now, by Lemma 3.23, F V has a com-k , ky2 k , 0
w xkposition series 0 - ker b - ker b - ??? - ker b - F V , andk , ky1 k , ky2 k , 0
w xksince every submodule of F V is an intersection of kernels and all the
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w xkkernels are nested, this is in fact the unique composition series of F V .
w xkSo when char F s p, with p ) k, F V is uniserial in exactly the same
w xkway as F V was for char F s 0.
4.3. The Case k s p, where p s char F
k y j .Here we let k s p, where p s char F. Now p does not divide fori y j
all i and j satisfying 1 F j - i - k, so from Proposition 4.1 we have
ker b F ker b F ??? F ker b , and so F ky1 ker b sk , ky1 k , ky2 k , 1 ls1 k , l
ker b . Using Proposition 4.1 with p s k, i s k y 1, and j s 0, wek , ky1
have ker b g ker b .k , ky1 k , 0
w xk 0 0Now F V rker b ( im b s S , and S ( F, and so ker b hask , 0 k , 0 k , 0
w xkcodimension 1 in F V . Therefore the sum of submodules ker b qk , 0
w xkker b is either equal to ker b or F V . But if ker b qk , ky1 k , 0 k , 0
ker b s ker b then ker b would have to contain ker b ,k , ky1 k , 0 k , 0 k , ky1
w xkwhich is a contradiction. Thus we have ker b q ker b s F V .k , 0 k , ky1
Now we can make use of the results of Section 4.2: by the first isomor-
w xkphism theorem F V rker b ( im b , and by Proposition 3.19,k , ky1 k , ky1
w xky1im b s ker b . When char F s k, F V is uniserial, as provedk , ky1 ky1, 0
w xkin the previous section, and so the composition factors of F V rker bk , ky1
 . 1 2 ky1are from the top S , S , . . . , S , and so the composition factors of
k 1 2 ky1 ker b rS are S , S , . . . , S using the fact that ker b lky1, 0 k , 0
k .ker b s S .k , ky1
5. THE ALGORITHM
In this section we will present an algorithm to compute the submodule
w xkstructure of F V , for any nonnegative integer k. Throughout this sec-
tion, it will be assumed that F is a field of characteristic p, since the
w xk submodule structure of F V is explicitly known when char F s 0 see
. w xkSection 4 . In Section 3.2 we proved that every submodule of F V was
an intersection of kernels of the b-maps. In fact, since every kernel is a
w xksubmodule of F V then every possible intersection of kernels is a
submodule. So we know all the possible submodules}just compute all
 4possible subsets of 0, 1, . . . , k y 1 . Then for each such subset I, we have
w xkthat F ker b is a submodule of F V . Thus we can identify eachig I k , i
w xk  4submodule of F V by a subset of 0, 1, . . . , k y 1 . However, since we
have that some kernels are contained in other kernels, some of the
submodules are in fact the same. That is, we can have two different subsets
 4of 0, 1, . . . , k y 1 which describe the same submodule. Thus we need a
procedure which, given an intersection of kernels X i.e., a subset of
 4.0, 1, . . . , k y 1 , determines all the kernels which could appear in the
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expression for X. So then, using this procedure, we can assign a unique
 4subset of 0, 1, . . . , k y 1 to each submodule. Once we have all the
w xksubmodules of F V , each with its unique ``label,'' it should then be clear
how to construct the submodule lattice.
Before we present the algorithm, we will describe the ``uniqueness''
procedure. We are given an intersection of kernels as a subset J of
 40, 1, . . . , k y 1 . For each j g J we can calculate all the kernels which
ker b is contained in, using Proposition 4.1. Thus we replace ker b byk , j k , j
the intersection of all the kernels it is contained in. By Proposition 3.22,
doing this will give us the desired description of the original kernel
intersection.
We now present the ``uniqueness'' procedure which we shall call
.``procedure unique'' and the algorithm in a formal language, suitable for
adaptation to computer programming languages.
Procedure Unique
 4input a subset I of 0, 1, . . . , k y 1
let tempI s I
for each i g I do
for j s 0 to i y 1 do
k y j .  4if p does not divide then add j to tempIi y j
end
end
  4.output the set tempI which is also a subset of 0, 1, . . . , k y 1
w xkAlgorithm to Compute All the Submodules of F V
 4let P be the power set of 0, 1, . . . , k y 1
let temp P s P
for each J in P do
 .apply Procedure unique to J and let the output set be tempJ
 4let temp P s temp P y J
 4let temp P s temp P j tempJ
end
When the algorithm terminates, temp P will contain all the proper
w xk  4submodules of F V as subsets of 0, 1, . . . , k y 1 , each one correspond-
ing to an intersection of kernels.
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